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What it is.

https://dataselfie.it/#/

Creator + Developer + Co-Founder: Hang Do Thi Duc 
Co-Founder: Regina Flores Mir 
Machine Learning Engineer: Leon Eckert 
Currently the project is maintained by Hang.

Chrome / Firefox plugin ( Install it at your 
own risk )

http://22-8miles.com/
http://reginafloresmir.com/
http://leoneckert.com/
https://twitter.com/hangdothiduc


Web Crawler 

Javascript plugin, activates and listens Facebook website 
HTML/JS events/activity, data crawler

- When do you scroll, where do you look, how long
- Which post, and what users belongs to.
- Some tags and images belonging each posts

Data is stored locally in IndexedDB, using Dexie
Check the browser console, to see Facebook activity log.

Not Facebook specific, can be adapted to other websites.



Analytics

Some self analytics about 
Facebook usage start appearing 
after a while: 

● Top friends
● Activity
● Top pages
● Top likes
● Object detection ( YOLO )
● Sentiment Analysis ( Watson ) 
● Categories
● Personality prediction 
● Religious Orientation 
● Political Orientation 
● Other Predictions
● Shopping Preferences
● Health + Activity + Other 

preferences



Live Demo



Implementation

Source code available here: https://github.com/d4t4x

Data-selfie is the JS plugin for data crawler.

Images are classified withData-selfie-image-classification 
server,  implements YOLO image analysis is implemented 
as a separate python server, it uses some Pyyolo and 
Darknet, precalculated weights from somewhere. ( is in the 
source code )

Watson NLP API’s are used for sentiment analysis

Node_apply-magic-sauce is the code implementing to 
traits personality ,orientation, etc.

https://github.com/d4t4x


Magic Sauce

Wonder about those personality prediction scores ?

https://applymagicsauce.com/documentation_traits.html

https://www.psychometrics.cam.ac.uk/productsservices/apply-magic-sauce

https://applymagicsauce.com/documentation_traits.html
https://www.psychometrics.cam.ac.uk/productsservices/apply-magic-sauce


More About Trait Predictions

Private traits and attributes are 
predictable from digital records of 
human behavior

http://www.pnas.org/content/pnas/110/15/
5802.full.pdf?with-ds=yes

http://www.pnas.org/content/pnas/110/15/5802.full.pdf?with-ds=yes
http://www.pnas.org/content/pnas/110/15/5802.full.pdf?with-ds=yes


Final

Is a very simple, but very powerful and interesting tool.

Have fun with the source, the code is implemented as a concept for Facebook, but 
probably can be adapted to any website.


